( EDU 15.2 Advanced Studies : Curriculum and Pedagogic Courses English Education)
For each question choose the correct answer
1. Classical conditioning explains the acquisition of new word meanings to
old…….
a) conditions
b)images
c)stimuli
d)pictures
2. Chomsky’s LAD stands for .........
a) Language Adapting Device
b) Language Activity Deviancy
c)Language Ability Duration
d)Language Acquisition Device
3. Body language, gestures, and the face communicate as much as………..
a) words
b)accent
c)grammar
d)pronunciation
4. When a teacher says , “Yes I am sure you know the answer to this
question, but Rohit I would like someone else to tell ”, the teacher is tackling
a student who…….. the lesson.
a)belittles
b)dominates
c)bookmarks
d) misdirects
5. Preparation of Models and Dramatics as an activity aid help
provide…………… for students.
a) direct participation
b) indirect participation
c) meaningless participation
d) critical participation
6. Which of the following is incorrectly matched?
a) Realia
: clocks, food items, calendars, plastic fruits
b) Flash cards
: pictures, words, and signs
c. Cuisenaire rods
: to teach word order in sentences
d) Tape recorder
: Visual aid

7. Read the following two statements about assessment.
x)Portfolio assessment and Self-assessment are examples of alternative
assessment
y) Student-designed test is an example of traditional assessment.
a) Only x is correct
b) Only y is correct
c) Both x and y are correct
d) Neither x nor y is correct
8. The main benefit of Self-assessment is .................
a) Diminished intimidation
b) Accuracy check
c) Scaffolded assessment
d) Integrity check
9. Voice recognition software is an example of …………………for learners
with special needs.
a) Associate Technology
b) Alternative Technology
c) Altruistic Technology
d)Assistive Technology
10)Blends are also called .......................... words.
a)Content
b) Function
c) Portmanteau
d) Compound
11. Ethnomethodology refers to..............
a) the scientific description of the customs of individual peoples
b)sociological analysis that examines how individuals use everyday
conversation and gestures to construct a common-sense view of the world
c) the art of recording the direction and force of the wind
d) the examination of learning methodologies across the world
12. CALL stands for ............
a) Computer Ability in Language Learning
b) Computer Assisted Language Learning
c) Computer Assisted Lab Lesson
d) Computer Aided Linguistic Learner
13............... enables text, images, sound and video to be combined in one
device.
a)OHP
b)Multimedia
c) Epidiascope

d)Slide Projector
14. Studies have shown that the greatest anxiety in language learning is
the one related to negative experiences in ............. activities.
a)listening
b)speaking
c)reading
d)writing
15. According to Krashen, a learner who has generally negative attitudes
towards learning English will have a .......... affective filter.
a)low
b)high
c)medium
d)limited
16. Students can construct additional knowledge through writing…….
a)song lyrics
b) travelogues
c) diaries
d) a, b and c are correct
17. According to acquisition learning hypothesis acquisition is……………
a)learning
b) picking up
c) noticing
d) assuming
18. …………..is Chomsky’s most famous argument.
a) Poverty of Stimulus
b) Poverty of Response
c) Poverty of Motivation
d) Poverty of Reinforcement
19. The main advantage of activity-based learning is that ……..…..
a) children become active participants
b) teachers become active participants
c) children become passive recipients
d) teachers become passive recipients
20. What kind of learning disability is characterized by difficulties with the
alphabet, word recognition, decoding, spelling, and comprehension ?
a) Dyslexia
b) Dysgraphia
c) Dyscalculia
d) Dysorthographia

21. Give one word for ‘to slide smoothly across a surface’.
a)Shatter
b)Twitter
c)Wager
d)Slither
22. Which is a 3-D aid for teaching?
a)Chart
b)Graph
c)Globe
d)Map
23. In Bloom’s Taxonomy, concluding, criticizing, prioritizing, and
recommending are behaviours related to.......................
a)Creativity
b)Application
c)Evaluation
d) Synthesis
24. One of the following is not a ‘content word’. Which is it?
a) in
b) prosper
c) skip
d) heat
25. A learner says: “I focus on language, I use to make sure it is correct”.
The learning strategy used is…..
a) memorizing
b)self-monitoring
c)revising
d) rote learning
26. According to research findings, which of the following is the most
suitable strategy for second language instruction?
a) Using Roget's Thesaurus for instruction
b) Teaching the Phonetic Script
c) Using an informed policy of error correction
d) Making learners byheart all the rules of Grammar
27.According to research findings, which of the following is not directly
related to Second Language acquisition?
a)nature of input provided to learners
b)how learners process a given input
c)the physical facilities in the classroom
d)the role of classroom interaction
28. Which of the following is the commonly cited reason by teachers for
discouraging small group interaction ?

a) Learners tend to use English outside the classroom
b) Learners show a tendency to become overconfident
c) It is against the policy of the school management
d) Absence of assertiveness in face to face encounters
29.Which of the following is not true of the role of errors in language
learning?
a) Adult learners usually require constant correction
b)Error is an inevitable part of the learning process.
c) Learners who make errors can never be corrected.
d)Errors are reflection of a learner’s stage of interlanguage development
30. Which of the following is quite true of language learning?
a) Learners progress slower with meaningful language practice.
b)Learning progresses faster with meaningful language practice.
c)Error correction on the part of a teacher has no real use.
d)Errors are not a learner’s stage of interlanguage development.
31. Identify the language learner who is ‘assertive, willing to experiment
and able to make social contacts needed for language practice’ ?
a)introvert learners
b)extrovert learners
c)passive learners
d)learners with special needs
32. Which of the following emotion will a learner who withdraws from
language learning experience owing to overpowering competition, display?
a) Anxiety
b) Love
c) Joy
d) Revenge
33. If a student can’t identify individual words while people talk, which
chapter of a Pronunciation Resource Book should the student read?
a)Practising linking
b)Using contrastive stress
c)Recognizing minimal pairs
d)Understanding connected speech
34. If a teacher, allows learners to generate their own tasks and
encourages them to become researchers, he/she can be said to
promote……
a) learning crisis
b) learner hostility
c) learner autonomy
d) learning disability

35. Which of the following is the most suitable strategy for a child with
hearing and speech impairment ?
a) Give reward from time to time
b) Provide counselling every week
c) Prevent interaction with normal children
d) Provide seat in the front row of the class
36. Which of the following can speed up learning of language?
a) Aptitude
b) Knowledge of Phonetics
c) Healthy physique
d) Mild hearing impairment
37. Which of the following acts as a deterrent to Learner autonomy ?
a) Learners studying entirely on their own
b) Students learning a set of skills and applying it in self-directed
learning
c) Learners exercise responsibility for their own learning
d) spoon feeding by the teacher
38. The adoption of …………………would ensure that students are college
and career ready in literacy no later than the end of high school.
a)Common Core Standards
b)Sarva Shiksha Abhayan
c)Plus Two system of education
d)Common Entrance Examination
39. The Right of Children to Free and Compulsory Education Act, 2009
stipulates that learning should be.............
a)based on the Theory of Multiple Intelligence
b)through the English medium
c)through learning in a child-friendly manner
d)through active participation of PTA’s.
40. Which of the following is NOT true of an interdisciplinary study?
a)It is an academic program or process seeking to synthesize broad
perspectives.
b) It is founded in order to facilitate the study of subjects which have some
coherence.
c) It does not cross traditional boundaries between academic disciplines.
d) It seeks to establish interconnections between subjects.
41. Which of the following is Not done by a Copy Writer?
a) Writes advertising and marketing pieces.
b) Persuades people to think of a product.
c) Shares their learning reflections in an open format.
d) The words they write (their “copy”) sell things to people.

42. Read the following statements and identify which of the following is true
of Programmed Instruction?
x) It has the provision for continuous evaluation.
y) Works on the assumption that one learns better when one is neglected
occasionally.
a)Only x is true
b)Only y and is true
c)Neither x or y is true
d)Both x and y are true
43.Read the following statements and identify which of the following is true
of Computer Assisted Instruction.
x) Is an interactive instructional technique whereby a computer is used to
present the instructional material and monitor the learning.
y) Uses a combination of text, graphics, sound and video in enhancing the
learning process.
z) CAI programs use tutorials, drill and practice, simulation, and problem
solving approaches to present topics.
a)Only x and z is true
b)Only x is true
c)Only y is true
d) x, y and z are true
44. Find the odd one in the group.
a) Drop box
b)Internet forums
c)Discussion boards
d)Web forums
45.Neurolinguistic Programming and Mind Mapping are teaching concepts
based on …………………
a)Multiple Intelligence
b)Social Constructivism
c)Critical Pedagogy
d)Whole Brain Learning
46. Lower order questions make learners.........................
a)Memorize and recall
b)Reason and think
c)Explain and state relationships
d)Compare and contrast
47. Which of the following is true of Remedial Teaching?
a)Employs tailor made teaching strategies for learner need
b)Involves teaching exclusively in the e-learning mode
c)Is conducted when all the students fail to get a distinction

d)Is mandatory when a new textbook is introduced
48. Which of the following is an advantage of e-Portfolio?
a)Possible to assess using technology
b)Can never be copied or stolen
c)Automatically gets a patent on creation
d)Once created is free for all Internet users
49. e-content in different subjects is being developed in India under the
initiative………………….
a)e-PG Pathasala
b)SMART Classroom
c )Operation Blackboard
d)TPACK
50. . ……………………..is a management approach in which members
participate in improving process, product, services, and the culture they
work in.
a) ATM
b)TQM
c)LTM
d)STM

